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## Policy Level

### Character: Political Documents
- Environmental policies
- Other sectoral policies
- Integrative policies

### Content: Legal (Institutional) and Political Frameworks for Actions

### Outputs: Strategic Action Plan
- Goals, approaches, and responsibilities

### Added Value: Change in Politically Demanded Quality + in Political and Institutional Framework

## Implementation Level

### Character: Guidelines
- Requirements on political and institutional framework

#### Framing Rules for Actions
- How, what, when to do for harmonisation of technical and green infrastructure

#### Proposal for Harmonisation Actions

### Character: Actions in Model Areas
- Needs for Harmonisation Actions

### Actions’ Preparatory Phase
- in pilot areas (strategies, plans, designs, co-ordination plans,...)

#### Real Action
- in pilot areas - development, adaptation, improvement,

### Change in Environmental Quality of Transport Infrastructure Systems and/or Modal Split
- in pilot areas
SAP relevance with TRANSGREEN activities

STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN

- the State of the art Report (WP3)
  - Best and bad practice
  - Gaps and need
- In-depth analyses + Catalogue of measures of specific pilot areas (WP4)
  - Measures and interventions
  - Gaps and needs
- the Guidelines on Integrated Transport Developments (WP3)
  - Methods, processes, tools, measures
- Public participation scheme (WP3)
  - Processes and tools

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Further steps

Mid-term conference

"Sustainable Transportation Planning in the Carpathians. Latest developments and steps forward“

- 5-6 September 2018, Bratislava – further discussion included WG´s about priorities/main goals of SAP according the preliminary draft.

2nd Transport WG meeting

- Spring 2019, final input and comments to prepare final draft

Final conference

- Mid-June 2019, most likely in the frame of the Romanian EU presidency

COP6 in Poland

- Autumn 2020, Poland - the Strategic Action Plan as the strategic guidance document for transport will be adopted at COP6 in 2020.
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